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Ch= Chain stitch
FwP= Forward pass
Loh= Loop(s) on hook
Lp(s)= Loop(s)
Rep= Repeat
RetP= Return pass
Step St = Step stitch - See below.
St(s)= Stitch(es)
Tss = Tunisian Simple stitch
Yo = Yarn over

Notes

Do not turn work. Always work on the 
front side.

End of row (last stitch) on forward 
pass; go through both vertical strands 
of stitch.

Multiple is 6 chs + 1.

Inspiration, Materials and Sizing

Let this step stitch give your 
hook a treat while creating  
beauty, warmth and lots of tex-
ture. 

Red Heart® Roll With It Melange™ 
5.29 oz/150 g, 389 yds/356 m 
 
A - Paparazzi

Size 12” (30cm) US L/11 (8mm)  Tu-
nisian Crochet Hook or size needed 
to obtain gauge.

Measurements Approx 29” circumfer-
ence x 9” height.

Gauge is 11 simple sts and 11 rows = 4” [10 cm]Abbreviations

Instructions

Stitch Definitions

Bind off = Insert hook into 
vertical bar of next stitch. Yarn 
over and pull through 2 loops on 
hook.  Repeat until the end of 
row.

RetP = Yarn over, draw through 
first loop on hook, * Yarn over, 
draw through next 2 loops, 
repeat from * across until 1 loop 
remains.  The loop that remains 
on hook always counts as first 
stitch of next row.

Tss = Insert hook under next 
vertical bar, yarn over and pull 
up a loop.

Step Stitch

The step stitch is what is cre-
ating the diagonal texture. You 
will use the assigned stitch 
and then use the next 2 rows 
directly below to build down. 
Then finish this stitch back at 
the top. 

Tss in the assigned st, then tss 
in the next row directly below, 
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then tss again in the next row directly 
below last tss. You are now 3 rows below. 
Yo and pull through 2 loops. Yo again and 
pull through 2 loops. This brings you back 
to the top of the stitch so you can move 
on.

Ch 79.

1st row:  FwP:  Keeping all lps on the 
hook, working in back bump skip first 
bump from the hook (the lp on the hook 
is the first ch) and draw up a lp in each ch 
across.  (79 loh).  RetP.
 
2nd to 4th rows:  FwP:  Tss across.  (79 
loh).  RetP.  

5th row:  FwP:  *Tss in next 5 sts, step st 
in next st*, rep from * to *, 11 times, Tss in 
the next 6 sts. (79 loh).  RetP.
 
6th row:  FwP: Step st in next st, *Tss in 
next 5 sts, step st in next st*, rep from * 
to *, 11 times, Tss in last 5 sts. (79 loh).  
RetP.
 
7th row:  FwP: Tss in next st, step st in 
next st, *Tss in next 5 sts, step st in next 
st ,* rep from * to *, 11 times, Tss in the 

next 4 sts. (79 loh).  RetP.

8th row:  FwP: Tss in next 2 sts, step st 
in next st, *Tss in next 5 sts, Step st in 
next st*, rep from * to *, 11 times, Tss in 
last 3 sts. (79 loh).  RetP.
 
9th row:  FwP: Tss in next 3 sts, step st 
in next st, *Tss in next 5 sts, step st in 
next st, * rep from * to *, 11 times, Tss in 
last 2 sts. (79 loh).  RetP.
 
10th row:  FwP: Tss in next 4 sts, step st 
in next, *Tss in next 5 sts, step st in next 
st*, rep from * to *, 11 times. Tss in the 
last st. (79 loh). RetP.
 
11th to 22nd rows: Rep 5th to 10th 
twice or until desired length.
 
Final Edge

Bind off. 

Stitch edge seams together to create a 
circle.  Fasten off and weave in any loose 
ends.


